1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

A wide range of applications are found concerning elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeams especially for automobile, aircrafts, electronic, biomedical sectors and several engineering structures \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]\]. Bending, vibration, and buckling analysis of nanostructures (nanowires, nanoplates, nanorings, nanobeams) play vital role in various engineering applications [@bib6]. Piezoelectric nanostructures found a great attention from research communities \[[@bib7],[@bib8]\]. Ke et al. [@bib9] investigated linear and nonlinear vibration of piezoelectric nanobeams based on Timoshenko beam theory by using the differential quadrature method. Ebrahimi et al. [@bib10] introduced electromechanical buckling behavior of size-dependent flexoelectric and piezoelectric nanobeams based on nonlocal and surface elasticity theories. Chen et al. [@bib11] developed a micro-scale free vibration analysis of composite laminated Timoshenko beam (CLTB) model based on the new modfied couple stress theory. Shen et al. [@bib12] studied vibration of carbon nanotube (CNT) based on biosensor. A carbon nanotube--based biosensor is modeled as a nonlocal Timoshenko beam. Moreover, Shen et al. [@bib13] explored the potential of single - walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) as a micro-mass sensor by using transfer function method. Li et al. [@bib14] presented a theoretical treatment of Timoshenko beams, in which the influences of shear deformation, rotary inertia, and scale coefficient are taken into account. Huang et al. [@bib15] analyzed the behavior of flexural waves traveling in carbon nanotubes in free space which are embedded in an elastic matrix. Akgöz et al. [@bib16] proposed higher-order continuum theories for the buckling analysis of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) by using modified strain gradient elasticity and couple stress theories.

Recently, there are an increasing number of studies on nonlocal theoretical models, which include different kinds of nonlocal elasticity approaches consisting softening and hardening models that are investigated extensively. There are different types of size dependent continuum theory such as micropolar elasticity, couple stress theory, strain gradient elasticity, stress gradient elasticity and surface energy theory. Nonlocal elasticity theory is applied for modeling of nano/micro sized mechanical systems due to its generality and simplicity. Li et al. [@bib17] examined the longitudinal dynamic behaviors of some common one-dimensional nanostructures using the hardening nonlocal approach. Shen et al. [@bib18] developed a modified semi-continuum Euler beam model with relaxation phenomenon and the bending deformation of extreme-thin beam with micro/nano-scale thickness. Mercan et al. [@bib19] applied a discrete singular convolution for buckling behavior of boron nitride nanotube (BNNT), surrounded by an elastic matrix. Due to excellent mechanical, electrical and thermal operations of the nanostructures-with respect to the conventional structural materials-they have obtained great interest in the modern science and technology in recent years; such as, micro/nano electromechanical systems [@bib20], nanoresonators [@bib21], chemical sensors [@bib22] and biosensors [@bib12].

Because of the complexity of such problems, only limited cases can be solved analytically \[[@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]\]. Numerical techniques such as Finite elements \[[@bib26],[@bib27]\], meshless [@bib28], Galerkin [@bib29], spline finite strip [@bib30], least squares [@bib31] and Rayleigh-Ritz [@bib32] techniques were used to solve such Nano problems. The main drawbacks of such methods are the need for large number of grid points, in addition to a large computational time needed to reach the required accuracy. Lately, a differential quadrature method (DQM) becomes the most popular method in the numerical solutions of boundary value problems \[[@bib33],[@bib34],[@bib35],[@bib36],[@bib37],[@bib38]\]. This method leads to accurate solutions with fewer grid points. The convergence and stability of this method depend on choice of shape function. Lagrange interpolation polynomials, Cardinal sine function, Delta Lagrange Kernel (DLK) and Regularized Shannon kernel (RSK) are some of such functions which lead to polynomial based differential quadrature method (PDQM), Sinc differential quadrature method (SDQM) [@bib39], and Discrete singular convolution differential quadrature method (DSCDQM), respectively \[[@bib40],[@bib41],[@bib42],[@bib43],[@bib44],[@bib45],[@bib46],[@bib47],[@bib48],[@bib49],[@bib50],[@bib51]\].

According to the knowledge of the authors, SDQM and DSCDQM are not examined for vibration analysis of elastically supported piezoelectric nanobeams resting on linear or nonlinear Winkler--Pasternak foundation type. A numerical scheme based on SDQM and DSCDQM is introduced to reduce the problem to reach an Eigen value problem. MATLAB program is designed to solve this problem. The natural frequencies are obtained and compared with previous analytical and numerical ones. For each scheme, the convergence and efficiency are verified. Also, a parametric study is introduced to investigate the influence of supporting conditions, two different electrical boundary conditions, material characteristics, foundation parameters, temperature change, external electric voltage, nonlocal parameter and beam length-to-thickness on the values of natural frequencies and mode shapes of the problem.

2. Theory/Calculation {#sec2}
=====================

Consider a piezoelectric nanobeam with $\left( 0 \leq x \leq L,\ \ \ \ \ 0 \leq z \leq h \right)\ $where L and h are length and thickness of the beam. This beam is polarized in z direction and subjected to an applied voltage$\phi\left( {x,z,t} \right)$, a uniform temperature change $\Delta T$ and resting on a nonlinear Winkler-Pasternak foundation $K_{1}\ \text{,}\ K_{2}\ $and $K_{3}$as shown in [Fig. (1)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Piezoelectric nanobeam resting on a nonlinear elastic foundation.Fig. 1

Based on Eringen\'s nonlocal elasticity theory, the basic equations without body force for a homogeneous nonlocal piezoelectric solid can be written as [@bib9]:$$\sigma_{ij} = {\int_{v}{\alpha\left( \left| {x^{\prime} - x} \right|,\ \tau \right)\left\lbrack C_{ijkl}\varepsilon_{kl}\left( x^{\prime} \right) - e_{kij}E_{k}\left( x^{\prime} \right) - \lambda_{ij}\Delta T \right\rbrack\ \text{d}}}x^{\prime}\text{,}\ $$$$D_{i} = {\int_{v}{\alpha\left( \left| {x^{\prime} - x} \right|,\ \tau \right)\left\lbrack e_{ikl}\varepsilon_{kl}\left( x^{\prime} \right) - \in_{ik}E_{k}\left( x^{\prime} \right) + p_{i}\Delta T \right\rbrack\ \text{d}}}x^{\prime}\text{,}$$$$\sigma_{ij,j} = \rho{\overset{¨}{u}}_{i}\text{,}{\ \text{D}}_{i,i} = 0\text{,}$$$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \left( u_{i,j} + u_{j,i} \right)/2\text{,}{\ \text{E}}_{i} = - \phi_{i}\text{,}$$

Also, the integral constitutive relations represent in differential form as \[[@bib9],[@bib52]\]:$$\sigma_{ij} - \left( {e_{0}a} \right)^{2}\nabla^{2}\sigma_{ij} = C_{ijkl}\varepsilon_{kl} - e_{kij}E - \lambda_{ij}\Delta T,$$$$D_{i} - \left( {e_{0}a} \right)^{2}\nabla^{2}D_{i} = e_{ikl}\varepsilon_{kl} + \in_{ik}E_{k} + p_{i}\Delta T,$$Where $D,\ E,\ C,\ e,\ \rho,\ \varepsilon,\ \sigma,\ \text{p}\ \text{and}\  \in$ are electric displacement, electric field, elastic constant, piezoelectric constant, mass density, strain, stress electric, pyroelectric constants and dielectric constants. Also, the values of these constants are depending on the type of the material. $\alpha\left( \left| {x^{\prime} - x} \right|,\ \tau \right)$ is the function of nonlocal attenuation. It incorporates into the constitutive equations at the reference point x. $\left| {x^{\prime} - x} \right|$is the Euclidean distance.

$\nabla^{2}$is Laplace operator. $\left( {\tau{= \text{e}}_{0}a/L} \right)$is the scale coefficient revealing the size effect on the response of structures in Nano size ( $e_{0}$is a nondimensional material constant, and a is an internal characteristic length. $e_{0}$ can be estimated by experiments or numerical simulations from lattice dynamics \[[@bib6],[@bib19]\]).

From [Fig. (1)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the nonlocal constitutive relations (5--6) can be approximated as:$$\sigma_{xx} = C_{11}\varepsilon_{xx} - e_{31}E_{z} - \lambda_{1}\Delta T\text{,}$$$$\sigma_{xz} = C_{44}\gamma_{xz} - e_{15}E_{x}\text{,}$$$$D_{x} = e_{15}\gamma_{xz} + \in_{11}E_{x}\text{,}$$$$D_{z} = e_{31}\varepsilon_{xx} + \in_{33}E_{z} + p_{1}\Delta T\text{,}$$Where $\varepsilon_{xx} = \frac{\partial U}{\partial x}\text{,}\ \gamma_{xz} = \frac{\partial W}{\partial x} + \Psi$.

Furthermore, based on Hamilton principle, equations of motion of the problem can be written as [@bib9]:$$\text{A}_{11}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{U}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} = \text{I}_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial\text{t}^{2}}\left\lbrack {\text{U} - \left( {\text{e}_{0}\text{a}} \right)^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{U}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack$$$${\text{k}_{\text{s}}\text{A}_{44}\left\lbrack {\frac{\partial^{2}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} + \frac{\partial\text{Ψ}}{\partial\text{x}}} \right\rbrack - \text{k}_{\text{s}}\text{E}_{15}\frac{\partial^{2}\phi}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} + \left( {\text{N}_{\text{E}} + \text{N}_{\text{T}}} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} - \left( {\text{N}_{\text{E}} + \text{N}_{\text{T}}} \right)\left( {\text{e}_{0}\text{a}} \right)^{2}\frac{\partial^{4}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{4}} + K_{1}\ W - K_{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} + K_{3}\ W^{3}}\left. = \text{I}_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial\text{t}^{2}}\left\lbrack {\text{W} - \left( {\text{e}_{0}\text{a}} \right)^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack\text{,}\ \rightarrow\ \left( \text{N}_{\text{T}} = - \text{λ}_{1}\text{h}\Delta\text{T}\ \ ,\ \text{N}_{\text{E}} = 2\text{e}_{31}\text{V}_{0} \right) \right.$$$$\text{D}_{11}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{Ψ}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} - \text{k}_{\text{s}}\text{A}_{44}\left( {\frac{\partial\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{Ψ}} \right) + \text{F}_{31}\frac{\partial\phi}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{k}_{\text{s}}\text{E}_{15}\frac{\partial\phi}{\partial\text{x}} = \text{I}_{3}\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial\text{t}^{2}}\left\lbrack {\text{Ψ} - \left( {\text{e}_{0}\text{a}} \right)^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\text{Ψ}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack\text{,}$$$$\text{F}_{31}\frac{\partial\text{Ψ}}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{E}_{15}\left\lbrack {\frac{\partial^{2}\text{W}}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} + \frac{\partial\text{Ψ}}{\partial\text{x}}} \right\rbrack + \text{X}_{11}\frac{\partial^{2}\phi}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} - \text{X}_{33}\phi = 0,$$Where $U\left( {x,t} \right),\ \text{W}\left( {x,t} \right)\ \text{and}\ \Psi\left( {x,t} \right)$are longitudinal, lateral displacements and cross section rotation, respectively. t is time. $k_{s}$ is the shear correction factor which is taken as 5/6 for the macro scale beams [@bib19]. $N_{T}$ is normal force induced by the temperature change $\Delta T$. $N_{E}$ is normal force induced by the external electric voltage $\text{V}_{0}$ .${\ \text{λ}}_{1},\mspace{9mu}\ \ \text{e}_{31}$ are thermal module and piezoelectric constant. $K_{1},\ K_{2}$ are shear and spring coefficients of linear elastic foundation and $K_{3}$is a nonlinear elastic foundation \[[@bib52],[@bib53],[@bib54],[@bib55]\].

The relation between the constants $D,\ E,\ C,\ e,\ \rho\ \text{and}\  \in$ and the values of $A_{11},{\ \text{A}}_{44},{\ \text{E}}_{15},{\ \text{F}}_{31},{\ \text{X}}_{11},{\ \text{X}}_{33}$are$$\begin{array}{l}
{\left( {\text{A}_{11},{\ \text{A}}_{44}} \right) = \left( {\text{C}_{11},\text{C}_{44}} \right)\text{h}\ ,\text{D}_{11} = {\ \ \text{C}}_{11}\text{h}^{3}/12\ ,{\ \ \text{E}}_{15} = 2\frac{\text{e}_{15}}{\text{β}}\sin\left( \frac{\text{βh}}{2} \right),\ \left( {\text{I}_{1},\text{I}_{3}\ } \right) = \text{ρ}\left( {\text{h},\text{h}^{3}/12} \right)\ ,} \\
\  \\
{\text{F}_{31} = {\ \text{e}}_{31}\left\lbrack {- \text{h}\ \text{cos}\left( \frac{\text{βh}}{2} \right) + \frac{2}{\text{β}}\text{sin}\left( \frac{\text{βh}}{2} \right)} \right\rbrack\ ,\text{X}_{11} = \ \frac{\in_{11}}{2}\left\lbrack {\text{h} + \frac{\text{sin}\left( \text{βh} \right)}{\text{β}}} \right\rbrack,{\ \ \text{X}}_{33} = \ \ \frac{\in_{33}\text{β}^{2}}{2}\left\lbrack {\text{h} - \frac{\text{sin}\left( \text{βh} \right)}{\text{β}}} \right\rbrack\ \text{,β} = \text{π}/\text{h}\ \ } \\
\end{array}$$

The boundary conditions can be described as \[[@bib9],[@bib24],[@bib25],[@bib60],[@bib61]\]:(1)For Clamped - Clamped Beam (C--C)$$U\left( 0,t \right) = W\left( 0,t \right) = \Psi\left( 0,t \right) = \phi\left( 0,t \right) = 0,\mspace{9mu}\ \ U\left( L,t \right) = W\left( L,t \right) = \Psi\left( L,t \right) = \phi\left( L,t \right) = 0$$(2)For Hinged- Hinged Beam (H--H):$$\begin{array}{l}
{U\left( 0,t \right) = W\left( 0,t \right) = \phi\left( 0,t \right) = 0\text{,}\ U\left( L,t \right) = W\left( L,t \right) = \phi\left( L,t \right) = 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
{\text{D}_{11}{\frac{\partial\Psi\left( 0,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{F}_{31}\phi\left( 0,t \right) - \omega^{2}\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\left\lbrack {{\text{I}_{3}\frac{\partial\Psi\left( 0,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{I}_{1}W\left( 0,t \right) - \text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}}^{2}\text{I}_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}U\left( 0,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack - \left( {\text{N}_{\text{E}} + \text{N}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}W\left( 0,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} = 0,\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ }} \\
{\text{D}_{11}{\frac{\partial\Psi\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{F}_{31}\phi\left( L,t \right) - \omega^{2}\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\left\lbrack {{\text{I}_{3}\frac{\partial\Psi\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{I}_{1}W\left( L,t \right) - \text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}}^{2}\text{I}_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}U\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack - \left( {\text{N}_{\text{E}} + \text{N}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}W\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} = 0,\ \ }} \\
\end{array}$$(3)For Clamped - Hinged Beam (C--H):$$\begin{array}{l}
{U\left( 0,t \right) = W\left( 0,t \right) = \Psi\left( 0,t \right) = \phi\left( 0,t \right) = 0,\ \ \ \ \ \ U\left( L,t \right) = W\left( L,t \right) = \phi\left( L,t \right) = 0,} \\
{\text{D}_{11}{\frac{\partial\Psi\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{F}_{31}\phi\left( L,t \right) - \omega^{2}\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\left\lbrack {{\text{I}_{3}\frac{\partial\Psi\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}} + \text{I}_{1}W\left( L,t \right) - \text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}}^{2}\text{I}_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}U\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}}} \right\rbrack - \left( {\text{N}_{\text{E}} + \text{N}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{(e}_{0}\text{a)}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}W\left( L,t \right)}{\partial\text{x}^{2}} = 0,}} \\
\end{array}$$

The electrical potential is different at types of electrical boundary conditions. Therefore, electrical potential can be expressed as:(1)Closed circuit boundary condition:

It is assumed that the electric potential is zero \[[@bib9],[@bib24],[@bib25],[@bib60]\].$$\phi\left( 0,t \right) = 0,\ \ \ \phi\left( L,t \right) = 0,$$(2)Open circuit boundary condition [@bib61]:$$D_{z} = 0\text{,}\ \text{where}{\ \text{D}}_{z\ }is\ \text{electrical}\ \text{dispacement}\therefore{\ \text{F}}_{31}\frac{\partial\Psi\left( 0,t \right)}{\partial x} - X_{33}\ \phi\left( 0,t \right) = 0,\ \ {\ \text{F}}_{31}\frac{\partial\Psi\left( L,t \right)}{\partial x} - X_{33}\ \phi\left( L,t \right) = 0$$

The field quanties are normalized such as:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{ζ} = \frac{\text{x}}{\text{L}}\text{,}\ \text{w} = \frac{\text{W}}{\text{h}}\text{,}\ \text{ψ} = \text{Ψ,η} = \frac{\text{L}}{\text{h}}\text{,}\ \text{μ} = \frac{\text{e}_{0}\text{a}}{\text{L}}\text{,}\ \varphi = \frac{\phi}{\phi_{0}}\text{,}\ \phi_{0} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{ε}_{33}}{\text{A}_{11}}}\text{,}\ {\overline{\text{A}}}_{11} = \frac{\text{A}_{11}}{\text{A}_{11}} = 1\text{,}\ {\overline{\text{A}}}_{44} = \frac{\text{A}_{44}}{\text{A}_{11}}\text{,}\ {\overline{\text{D}}}_{11} = \frac{\text{D}_{11}}{\text{A}_{11}\text{h}^{2}},{\overline{\text{I}}}_{1} = \frac{\text{I}_{1}}{\text{I}_{1}} = 1,{\overline{\text{I}}}_{3} = \frac{\text{I}_{3}}{\text{I}_{1}\text{h}^{2}},{\overline{\text{X}}}_{11} = \frac{\text{X}_{11}\phi_{0}^{2}}{\text{A}_{11}\text{h}^{2}},{\overline{\text{X}}}_{33} = \frac{\text{X}_{33}\phi_{0}^{2}}{\text{A}_{11}},{\overline{\text{E}}}_{15} = \frac{\text{E}_{15}\phi_{0}}{\text{A}_{11}\text{h}},{\overline{\text{F}}}_{31} = \frac{\text{F}_{31}\phi_{0}}{\text{A}_{11}\text{h}}} \\
{{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}} = - \frac{\text{λh}\Delta\text{T}}{\text{A}_{11}}\text{,}\ {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} = \frac{2\text{e}_{31}\text{V}_{0}}{\text{A}_{11}},\text{τ} = \frac{\text{t}}{\text{L}}\sqrt{\frac{\text{I}_{1}}{\text{A}_{11}}}\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \frac{K_{1}L^{4}}{\pi^{2}\text{A}_{11}\text{h}^{2}},\text{k}_{2} = \frac{K_{2}L^{2}}{\pi^{2}\text{A}_{11}\text{h}^{2}},\text{k}_{3} = \frac{K_{3}L^{2}}{\pi^{2}\text{A}_{11}\text{h}^{2}},} \\
\end{array}$$$$\text{Further,}\ \text{for}\ \text{harmonic}\ \text{behavior}\ \text{of}\ \text{the}\ \text{problem,}\ \text{one}\ \text{can}\ \text{assume}\ \text{that:}\ U\left( x,t \right) = ue^{i\omega t},W\left( x,t \right) = we^{i\omega t},\ \Psi\left( x,t \right) = \psi e^{i\omega t},\ \phi\left( x,t \right) = \varphi e^{i\omega t}$$where ω.is the dimensionless natural frequency of the beam and $i = \sqrt{- 1}$ .

$u,\ w,\ \psi\ \text{and}\ \varphi$, are the amplitudes of $U,\ \ W,\ \ \Psi and\phi$ respectively.

Substituting from Eqs. [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"} into [(11](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [12](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [13](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the problem can be reduced to a quasi-static one as:$$\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} = - \omega^{2}\left\lbrack {u - \mu^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}}} \right\rbrack,$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{A}}}_{44}\left\lbrack {\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} + \eta\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}}} \right\rbrack - \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{E}}}_{15}\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} + \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} - \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{μ}^{2}\frac{\partial^{4}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{4}} +} \\
{k_{1}w - k_{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} + k_{3}w^{3} = - \omega^{2}\left\lbrack {w - \text{μ}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}}} \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{array}$$$${\overline{\text{D}}}_{11}\frac{\partial^{2}\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} - \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{A}}}_{44}\eta\left( {\frac{\partial w}{\partial\text{ζ}} + \text{η}\psi} \right) + \left( {\overline{\text{F}}}_{31} + \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{E}}}_{15} \right)\eta\frac{\partial\varphi}{\partial\text{ζ}} = - \omega^{2}{\overline{\text{I}}}_{3}\left\lbrack {\text{ψ} - \text{μ}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}}} \right\rbrack,$$$${\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\eta\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}} + {\overline{\text{E}}}_{15}\left\lbrack {\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} + \eta\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}}} \right\rbrack + {\overline{\text{X}}}_{11}\frac{\partial^{2}\varphi}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} - {\overline{\text{X}}}_{33}\eta^{2}\varphi = 0$$

Also, the boundary conditions (16--20) can be rewritten as:(1)For Clamped - Clamped Beam (C--C)$$u = w = \psi = \varphi = 0\ \zeta = 0,\ 1\ $$(2)For Hinged- Hinged Beam (H--H):$$u = w = \varphi = \text{0}\ \zeta = 0,\ 1\ \ \ \ {\overline{\text{D}}}_{11}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}} + {\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\text{ηφ} - \omega^{2}\text{μ}^{2}\left\lbrack {{\overline{\text{I}}}_{3}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}} + \text{ηw} - \text{μ}^{2}\text{η}\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}}} \right\rbrack - \text{η}\left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{μ}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} = 0$$(3)For Clamped - Hinged Beam (C--H):$$\begin{array}{l}
{u = w = \psi = \varphi = 0\text{,}\ \zeta = 0\ \ \ } \\
{u = w = \varphi = 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \zeta = 1} \\
{{\overline{\text{D}}}_{11}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}} + {\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\text{ηφ} - \omega^{2}\text{μ}^{2}\left\lbrack {{\overline{\text{I}}}_{3}\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\text{ζ}} + \text{ηw} - \text{μ}^{2}\text{η}\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}}} \right\rbrack - \text{η}\left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{μ}^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}w}{\partial\text{ζ}^{2}} = 0,\ \ } \\
\end{array}$$

For closed circuit:$$\text{φ} = \text{0}\ \zeta = 0,1$$

For open circuit$${\overline{F}}_{31}\eta\frac{\partial\psi}{\partial\zeta} - {\overline{X}}_{33}\eta^{2}\varphi = 0\text{,}\ \zeta = \text{0,}1$$

3. Methodology {#sec3}
==============

Three differential quadrature techniques are employed to reduce the problem to an eigen value one as follows \[[@bib33],[@bib34],[@bib35],[@bib36],[@bib37],[@bib38]\].•Polynomial based differential quadrature method (PDQM)

In this technique, Lagrange interpolation polynomial is employed as a shape function such that the unknown *v* and its n^th^ derivatives can be approximated as a weighted linear sum of nodal values, *v*~*i*~ (*i=1:N*), as follows [@bib56]:$$v\left( x_{i} \right) = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\frac{\prod\limits_{k = 1}^{N}\left( x_{i} - x_{k} \right)}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)\prod\limits_{j = 1,j \neq k}^{N}\left( x_{j} - x_{k} \right)}v\left( x_{j} \right)},\left( i = 1:N \right),$$$$\frac{\partial^{n}v}{\partial x^{n}}\left| \begin{matrix}
 \\
{x = x_{i}} \\
\end{matrix} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{ij}^{(n)}v\left( x_{j} \right)\ \left( {i = 1:N} \right)$$Where *v* terms to the field quantities $u,\ \ w,\psi\ \text{and}\ \ \varphi$. *N* is the number of grid points. The weighting coefficients of the first order derivative$C_{ij}^{(1)}$ can be determined as [@bib56]:$$C_{ij}^{(1)} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\frac{1}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)}\prod\limits_{k = 1,k \neq i,j}^{N}\frac{\left( x_{i} - x_{k} \right)}{\left( x_{j} - x_{k} \right)}\ i \neq j} \\
 \\
{- \sum\limits_{j = 1,j \neq i}^{N}C_{ij}^{(1)}\ i = j} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

By using matrix multiplication, the weighting coefficients of higher order derivatives, can be calculated as:$$\left\lbrack C_{ij}^{(n)} \right\rbrack = \left\lbrack C_{ij}^{(1)} \right\rbrack\ \left\lbrack C_{ij}^{(n - 1)} \right\rbrack,\left( n = 2,3,4 \right)$$•Sinc Differential Quadrature Method (SDQM)

In this method, cardinal sine function is used as a shape function such that the unknown v and its derivatives can be approximated as a weighted linear sum of nodal values, vi (i = --N: N), as follows [@bib39]:$$S_{j}\left( x_{i},h_{x} \right) = \frac{\sin\left\lbrack \pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x} \right\rbrack}{\pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x}},\text{Where}\ \text{(hx>0)}\ \text{is}\ \text{the}\ \text{step}\ \text{size.}\ $$$$v\left( x_{i} \right) = \sum\limits_{j = - N}^{N}{\frac{\sin\left\lbrack \pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x} \right\rbrack}{\pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x}}\ v\left( x_{j} \right)}\text{,}\ \left( i = - N:N \right)\text{,}h_{x}\  > \ 0\ $$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\partial v}{\partial x}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - N}^{N}C_{ij}^{(1)}v\left( x_{j} \right)\text{,}\ \frac{\partial^{2}v}{\partial x^{2}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - N}^{N}C_{ij}^{(2)}v\left( x_{j} \right)\text{,}\ } \\
{\frac{\partial^{3}v}{\partial x^{3}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - N}^{N}C_{ij}^{(3)}v\left( x_{j} \right)\text{,}\ \frac{\partial^{4}v}{\partial x^{4}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - N}^{N}C_{ij}^{(4)}v\left( x_{j} \right)\text{,}\ \left( {i = - N:N} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where *v* terms to the field quantities. *N* is the number of grid points. h~x~ is grid size. The weighting coefficients$C_{ij}^{(1)},\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(2)},C_{ij}^{(3)}\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} and\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(4)}$ can be determined by differentiating (36) and (37) as:$$\begin{array}{l}
{C_{\text{ij}}^{\text{(}1\text{)}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\left( {- 1} \right)^{i - j}}{h_{x}\left( {i - j} \right)},\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i \neq j\ \ \ \ } \\
{0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i = j\ \ \ } \\
\end{array} \right.,\text{C}_{\text{ij}}^{\text{(}2\text{)}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{2\left( {- 1} \right)^{\text{i} - \text{j} + 1}}{h_{x}^{2}\left( {\text{i} - \text{j}} \right)^{2}},\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i \neq j\ \ \ \ } \\
{- \frac{\text{π}^{2}}{3h_{x}^{2}}\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i = j\ \ \ } \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
{\text{C}_{\text{ij}}^{\text{(}3\text{)}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\left( {- 1} \right)^{\text{i} - \text{j}}}{h_{x}^{3}\left( {\text{i} - \text{j}} \right)^{3}}\left( {6 - \text{π}^{2}\left( {\text{i} - \text{j}} \right)^{2}} \right),\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i \neq j\ \ \ \ } \\
{0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i = j\ \ \ } \\
\end{array} \right.,\text{C}_{\text{ij}}^{\text{(}4\text{)}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{4\left( {- 1} \right)^{\text{i} - \text{j} + 1}}{h_{x}^{4}\left( {\text{i} - \text{j}} \right)^{4}}\left( {6 - \text{π}^{2}\left( {\text{i} - \text{j}} \right)^{2}} \right),\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i \neq j\ \ \ \ } \\
{\frac{\text{π}^{4}}{5h_{x}^{4}}\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ i = j\ \ \ } \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
\end{array}$$•Discrete Singular Convolution Differential Quadrature Method (DSCDQM)

Based on singular convolution defined as \[[@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48],[@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51]\].$$F\left( t \right) = \left( T \ast \eta \right)\left( t \right) = {\int\limits_{- \infty}^{\infty}{T\left( t - x \right)\eta\left( x \right)dx}}$$Where $T\left( t - x \right)$is a singular kernel.

The DSC algorithm can be applied using many types of kernels. These kernels are applied as shape functions such that the unknown *v* and its derivatives are approximated as a weighted linear sum of *v*~*i*~ (*i= -N: N*), over a narrow bandwidth ( $x - x_{M},x + x_{M}$) \[[@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51]\].

Two kernels of DSC will be employed as follows:(a)Delta Lagrange Kernel (DLK) can be used as a shape function such that the unknown *v* and its derivatives can be approximated as follows:$$v\left( x_{i} \right) = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}{\frac{\prod\limits_{k = - M}^{M}\left( x_{i} - x_{k} \right)}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)\prod\limits_{j = - M,j \neq k}^{M}\left( x_{j} - x_{k} \right)}v\left( x_{j} \right)}\text{,}\ \left( i = - N:N \right),M \geq 1$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\partial v}{\partial x}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(1)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\frac{\partial^{2}v}{\partial x^{2}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(2)}v\left( x_{j} \right),} \\
{\frac{\partial^{3}v}{\partial x^{3}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(3)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\frac{\partial^{4}v}{\partial x^{4}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(4)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\left( {i = - N:N} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where 2M + 1 is the effective computational band width.$$C_{ij}^{(1)},\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(2)},C_{ij}^{(3)}\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} and\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(4)}\mspace{9mu} are\mspace{9mu} defined\mspace{9mu} as:$$$$C_{ij}^{(1)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{1}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)}\prod\limits_{k = - M,k \neq i,j}^{M}\frac{\left( x_{i} - x_{k} \right)}{\left( x_{j} - x_{k} \right)}\ i \neq j} \\
{- \sum\limits_{j = - M,j \neq i}^{M}C_{ij}^{(1)}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.,C_{ij}^{(2)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{2\left( {C_{ij}^{(1)}C_{ii}^{(1)} - \frac{C_{ij}^{(1)}}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)}} \right)i \neq j} \\
{- \sum\limits_{j = - M,j \neq i}^{M}C_{ij}^{(2)}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.,$$$$C_{ij}^{(3)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{3\left( {C_{ij}^{(1)}C_{ii}^{(2)} - \frac{C_{ij}^{(2)}}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)}} \right)i \neq j} \\
{- \sum\limits_{j = - M,j \neq i}^{M}C_{ij}^{(3)}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.,C_{ij}^{(4)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{4\left( {C_{ij}^{(1)}C_{ii}^{(3)} - \frac{C_{ij}^{(3)}}{\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)}} \right)i \neq j} \\
{- \sum\limits_{j = - M,j \neq i}^{M}C_{ij}^{(4)}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.,\ $$(b)Regularized Shannon kernel (RSK) can also be used as a shape function such that the unknown *v* and its derivatives can be approximated as follows:$$\psi\left( x_{i} \right) = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}{\left\langle {\frac{\sin\left\lbrack \pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x} \right\rbrack}{\pi\left( x_{i} - x_{j} \right)/h_{x}}e^{- (\frac{{(x_{i} - x_{j})}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})}} \right\rangle\psi\left( x_{j} \right)},\left( i = - N:N \right),\sigma = \left( r \ast h_{x} \right) > 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ $$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\partial v}{\partial x}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(1)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\frac{\partial^{2}v}{\partial x^{2}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(2)}v\left( x_{j} \right),} \\
{\frac{\partial^{3}v}{\partial x^{3}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(3)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\frac{\partial^{4}v}{\partial x^{4}}\left| {x = x_{i}} \right. = \sum\limits_{j = - M}^{M}C_{ij}^{(4)}v\left( x_{j} \right),\left( {i = - N,N} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$Where σ is regularization parameter and r is a computational parameter. The weighting coefficients$C_{ij}^{(1)},\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(2)},C_{ij}^{(3)}\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} and\mspace{9mu}\mspace{9mu} C_{ij}^{(4)}$ can be defined as [@bib57]:$$\begin{array}{l}
{C_{ij}^{(1)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\left( - 1 \right)^{i - j}}{h_{x}\left( i - j \right)}e^{- h_{x}^{2}{(\frac{{(i - j)}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})}},\ i \neq j} \\
{0\ i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.,C_{ij}^{(2)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\left( {\frac{{2\left( - 1 \right)}^{i - j + 1}}{{h_{x}^{2}\left( i - j \right)}^{2}} + \frac{1}{\sigma^{2}}} \right)e^{- h_{x}^{2}{(\frac{{(i - j)}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})}},\ i \neq j} \\
{- \frac{1}{\sigma^{2}} - \frac{\pi^{2}}{3h_{x}^{2}}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
{C_{ij}^{(3)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\left( {- 1} \right)^{i - j}}{h_{x}^{3}\left( {i - j} \right)^{3}}\left( {\frac{\pi^{2}}{h_{x}^{3}\left( {i - j} \right)} + \frac{6}{h_{x}^{3}\left( {i - j} \right)^{3}} + \frac{3}{h_{x}\left( {i - j} \right)\sigma^{2}} + \frac{3h_{x}\left( {i - j} \right)}{\sigma^{4}}} \right)e^{- h_{x}^{2}{(\frac{{(i - j)}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})}},\ \ i \neq j} \\
{0\ \ \ i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
{C_{ij}^{(4)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\left( {- 1} \right)^{i - j}\left( {\frac{4\pi^{2}}{h_{x}^{4}\left( {i - j} \right)^{2}} + \frac{4\pi^{2}}{h_{x}^{2}\sigma^{2}} - \frac{24}{h_{x}^{4}\left( {i - j} \right)^{4}} - \frac{12}{h_{x}^{2}\left( {i - j} \right)^{2}\sigma^{2}} - \frac{4h_{x}^{2}\left( {i - j} \right)^{2}}{\sigma^{6}}} \right)e^{- h_{x}^{2}{(\frac{{(i - j)}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})}},i \neq j} \\
{\frac{3}{\sigma^{4}} + \frac{2\pi^{2}}{h_{x}^{2}\sigma^{2}} + \frac{\pi^{4}}{5h_{x}^{4}}i = j} \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
\end{array}$$

On suitable substitution from [(32](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"},[33](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"},[34](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"},[35](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"},[36](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"},[37](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"},[38](#fd38){ref-type="disp-formula"},[38](#fd38){ref-type="disp-formula"},[40](#fd40){ref-type="disp-formula"},[41](#fd41){ref-type="disp-formula"},[42](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"},[43](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"},[44](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"},[45](#fd45){ref-type="disp-formula"},[46](#fd46){ref-type="disp-formula"},[47)](#fd47){ref-type="disp-formula"} into [(23](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"},[24](#fd24){ref-type="disp-formula"},[25](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"},[26)](#fd26){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the problem can be reduced to the following Eigen-value problem:$$\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}u_{j}} = - \omega^{2}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}u_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}u_{j}}} \right\rbrack,\ $$$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{A}}}_{44}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}w_{j}} + \eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(1)}\psi_{j}}} \right\rbrack - \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{E}}}_{15}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}\varphi_{j}} + \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}w_{j}} - \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}}} \right)\text{μ}^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(4)}w_{j}} +} \\
{k_{1}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}w_{j}} - k_{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}w_{j} + k_{3}}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}w_{j}^{3}} = - \omega^{2}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}w_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}w_{j}}} \right\rbrack,\ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{array}$$$$\ {\overline{\text{D}}}_{11}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}\psi_{j}} - \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{A}}}_{44}\eta\left( {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(1)}w_{j}} + \text{η}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}\psi_{j}}} \right) + \left( {{\overline{\text{F}}}_{31} + \text{k}_{\text{s}}{\overline{\text{E}}}_{15}} \right)\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(1)}\varphi_{j}} = - {\overline{\text{I}}}_{3}\omega^{2}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}\psi_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}\psi_{j}}} \right\rbrack,$$$${\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(1)}\psi_{j}} + {\overline{\text{E}}}_{15}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}w_{j}} + \eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(1)}\psi_{j}}} \right\rbrack + {\overline{\text{X}}}_{11}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{C_{ij}^{(2)}\varphi_{j}} - {\overline{\text{X}}}_{33}\eta^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{ij}\varphi_{j}} = 0$$

The boundary conditions (27--31) can also be approximated using three DQMs as:(1)For Clamped - Clamped Beam (C--C)$$\text{u}_{1} = w_{1} = \psi_{1} = \varphi_{1} = 0,\ \ at\ \zeta = 0,\ $$$$\text{u}_{N} = w_{N} = \psi_{N} = \varphi_{N} = 0,\ \ \ \ at\ \zeta = 1,$$(2)For Hinged- Hinged Beam (H--H):$$\begin{array}{l}
{{\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{1j}\varphi_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\omega^{2}\left\lbrack {{\overline{I}}_{3}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{1j}^{(2)}\psi_{j} + \eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\delta_{1j}wj - \text{μ}^{2}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{1j}^{(2)}u_{j}} \right\rbrack - \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}}} \right)\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{\text{N}}\text{C}_{1j}^{(2)}\text{w}_{j} = 0,\ } \\
{u_{1} = w_{1}\  = \varphi_{1} = 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \text{at}\ \ \zeta = 0} \\
\end{array}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{{\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{Nj}\varphi_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\omega^{2}\left\lbrack {{\overline{I}}_{3}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{Nj}^{(2)}\psi_{j} + \eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\delta_{Nj}wj - \text{μ}^{2}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{Nj}^{(2)}u_{j}} \right\rbrack - \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}}} \right)\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{\text{N}}\text{C}_{Nj}^{(2)}\text{w}_{j} = 0,} \\
{\text{u}_{N} = w_{\text{N}} = \varphi_{N} = 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \text{at}\ \ \ \zeta = 1\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{array}$$(3)For Clamped - Hinged Beam (C--H):$$\text{u}_{1} = w_{1} = \psi_{1} = \varphi_{1} = 0,\ \ \ \ \ at\ \zeta = 0,\ \ \ \ \ $$$$\begin{array}{l}
{{\overline{\text{F}}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\delta_{Nj}\varphi_{j}} - \text{μ}^{2}\omega^{2}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{Nj}^{(2)}\psi_{j} + \eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\delta_{Nj}wj - \text{μ}^{2}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{Nj}^{(2)}u_{j}} \right\rbrack - \left( {{\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{T}} + {\overline{\text{N}}}_{\text{E}}} \right)\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{\text{N}}\text{C}_{Nj}^{(2)}\text{w}_{j} = 0,} \\
{\text{u}_{N} = w_{\text{N}} = \varphi_{N} = 0\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \text{at}\ \ \ \zeta = 1\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ } \\
\end{array}$$

For closed circuit:$$\text{φ}_{1} = \text{0}\ \ \text{at}\ \zeta = 0,{\ \text{φ}}_{N} = \text{0}\ \ \text{at}\ \zeta = 1,$$

For open circuit$$\begin{array}{l}
{{\overline{F}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{1j}^{(1)}\psi - {\overline{X}}_{33}\eta^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\delta_{1j}\varphi_{j} = 0\ \text{at}\ \ \zeta = \text{0}} \\
{{\overline{F}}_{31}\eta\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}C_{Nj}^{(1)}\psi - {\overline{X}}_{33}\eta^{2}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\delta_{Nj}\varphi_{j} = 0\ \text{at}\ \ \zeta = 1} \\
\end{array}$$

4. Results & discussion {#sec4}
=======================

The present numerical results demonstrate the convergence and efficiency of each one of the proposed schemes for vibration analysis of piezoelectric nanobeam resting on nonlinear elastic foundation. This beam is made of PZT-4 and BiTiO3--COFe2O4. For all results, the boundary conditions (52--59) are augmented in the governing Eqs. [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(49)](#fd49){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(50)](#fd50){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(51)](#fd51){ref-type="disp-formula"}. After that using iterative quadrature technique to solve this problem. The computational characteristics of each scheme are adapted to reach accurate results with error of order $\leq 10^{- 10}$. The obtained frequencies $\omega$ can be evaluated such as:$$\omega = \text{Ω}L\sqrt{\frac{\text{I}_{1}}{\text{A}_{11}}\ \ }\ \text{where}\ \ \text{Ω}\ \ \text{is}\ \text{the}\ \text{natural}\ \text{frequency}\ \text{of}\ \text{piezoelectric}\ \text{nanobeam}$$

For the present results, material parameters are taken from the macroscopic piezoelectric material. These materials are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Material property of elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam \[[@bib58],[@bib59]\].Table 1Material propertiesElastic Constant (GPa)Piezoelectric Constant (C/m^2^)Dielectric Constants (C/Vm) \*10^−9^Thermal module (N/m^2^K) \*10^5^Density (kg/m^3^)C~11~C~44~e~31~e~15~$\varepsilon_{11}$$\varepsilon_{33}$λ~1~ΡPZT-413226-4.114.15.8417.1244.7387500BiTiO3--COFe2O422644.2-2.25.85.646.354.745550

For PDQM the problem is solved over a non-uniform grids, with Gauss -- Chebyshev -- Lobatto discretizations, such as [@bib56]:$$x_{i} = \frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {1 - \cos\left( \frac{i - 1}{N - 1}\pi \right)} \right\rbrack,\left( {i = 1:N} \right)$$Where the dimensions of the grid (N) ranges from 3 to 15.

The obtained results agreed with previous analytical ones [@bib59] over 7 grid sizes, shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Comparison between the obtained normalized frequencies, due to PDQM, grid sizes and the previous exact and numerical ones, for clamped hinged nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 2Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$Grid size N31.145922.82838.6761\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--50.63192.178243.13433.44216.928270.63231.79633.14163.46385.018390.63231.709992.945033.14164.2833110.63231.7403.14163.30403.8070Exact results [@bib60]0.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--PDQM [@bib9] N = 150.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Execution time (sec)0.158375\-- over 7 non-uniform grid

For SincDQ scheme, the problem is solved over regular grids ranging from 3 to 15. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the convergence of the obtained results. They agreed with exact ones [@bib59] over grid size $\geq$ 9. Also, this table shows that the execution time of SincDQ scheme is less than that of PDQM. Therefor, it is more efficient than PDQM for vibration analysis of nanobeam.Table 3Comparison between the obtained normalized frequencies, due to SINC DQM, grid sizes and the previous exact and numerical ones for clamped hinged nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 3Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$Grid size N31.21842.95548.9921\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--50.62551.51422.59073.02675.1704470.62941.49062.58662.62813.80390.63231.496762.58572.640273.8051110.63231.498262.58562.641513.8095Exact results [@bib60]0.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--PDQM [@bib9] N = 150.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Execution time (sec)0.142314\-- over 9 uniform grid

For DSCDQ scheme based on delta Lagrange kernel, the problem is also solved over a uniform grid ranging from 3 to 11. The bandwidth 2M + 1 ranges from 3 to 11. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows the convergence of the obtained fundamental frequency which agreed with exact ones [@bib60] over grid size $\geq$ 3 and bandwidth $\geq$ 3. Tables [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"},[5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} show that the execution time of DSCDQM-DLK is less than that of PDQM and SincDQM.Table 4Comparison between the normalized fundamental frequency by using DSCDQM-DLK, band width (2M + 1) and grid size N for clamped hinged nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 4Fundamental frequencyDSCDQM-DLKBand widthN3579112M + 1 = 30.63230.63230.63230.63230.63232M + 1 = 50.63230.63230.63230.63230.63232M + 1 = 70.63230.63230.63230.63230.63232M + 1 = 90.63230.63230.63230.63230.63232M + 1 = 110.63230.63230.63230.63230.6323Execution time (sec)0.1400\-- over 3 uniform gridTable 5Comparison between the obtained normalized frequencies, due to DSCDQM-DLK, grid sizes and the previous exact and numerical ones, for clamped hinged nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}\ 2\text{M} + \text{1} = 3\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 5Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$Grid size N30.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845950.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845970.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845990.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.38459Exact results [@bib60]0.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--PDQM [@bib9] N = 150.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Execution time (sec)0.1400\-- over 3 uniform grid

For DSCDQ scheme based on regularized Shannon kernel (RSK), the problem is also solved over a uniform grid ranging from 3 to 15. The bandwidth 2M + 1 ranges from 3 to 9 and the regularization parameter σ = r h~x~ ranges from 1h~x~ to 2 h~x~, where h~x~ = 1/N-1. Table 6 shows the convergence of the obtained fundamental frequency to the exact and numerical ones \[[@bib19],[@bib60]\] over grid size $\geq$ 3, bandwidth $\geq$ 3 and regulization parameter σ = 2 h~x~. Table 7 also ensures that the execution time of this scheme is the least. Therefore, the DSCDQM-RSK scheme is the best choice among the examined quadrature schemes for vibration analysis of piezoelectric nanobeam resting on the nonlinear elastic foundation.Table 6Comparison between the normalized fundamental frequency by using DSCDQM-RSK, band width (2M + 1) regularization parameter σ and grid size N for clamped hinged nano elastic beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 6fundamental frequencyregularization parameterDSCDQM-RSKN2M + 1σ = 1\*h~x~σ = 1.5\*h~x~σ = 1.8\*h~x~σ = 1.95\*h~x~σ = 2\*h~x~331.228350.814130.677470.634880.632351.228350.814130.677470.634880.632371.228350.814130.677470.634880.6323531.228350.814130.677470.634880.632351.228350.814130.677470.634880.632371.228350.814130.677470.634880.6323731.228350.814130.677470.634880.632351.228350.814130.677470.634880.632371.228350.814130.677470.634880.6323931.228350.814130.677470.634880.632351.228350.814130.677470.634880.632371.228350.814130.677470.634880.6323Table 7Comparison between the obtained normalized frequencies, due to DSCDQM-RSK, grid sizes and the previous exact and numerical ones for clamped hinged nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ L = 12nm,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = \text{0,}\ 2\text{M} + \text{1} = 3\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 7Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$Grid size N30.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845950.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845970.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.3845990.63231.5561783.1215933.125334.38459Exact results [@bib60]0.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--PDQM [@bib9] N = 150.6323\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--Execution time (sec)0.139032\-- over 3 uniform grid

Furthermore, a parametric study is introduced to investigate the influence of linear and nonlinear elastic foundations parameters, temperature change$\left( {\Delta T\ {^\circ}C} \right)$, external electric voltage $\left( V_{0} \right)$, nonlocal parameter (μ), length-to-thickness ratio (L/h), different boundary conditions and different materials on the values of natural frequencies and mode shapes. But, the parametric study is introduced over grid 3 nodes, bandwidth $\geq$ 3 and regulization parameter σ = 2 h~x~ by DSCDQM-RSK scheme.

Tables [8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"},[9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"},[10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"},[11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} show that the natural frequency increases with increasing linear elastic foundation parameters. Also, the computations declare that the natural frequencies do not affect significantly by nonlinear elastic foundation parameter k~3~. Tables [10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} and [11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} show that the natural frequencies decrease with increasing nonlocal parameter (μ) and length-to-thickness ratio (L/h) at different conditions of linear and nonlinear parameters of elastic foundation. But, an exact value is not known for the nonlocal parameter (μ) on the vibration behaviour of elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam, we assumed a range of values $0 \leq \mu \leq 1$. Table (10) shows that the value of nonlocal parameter $0 \leq \mu \leq 0.2$ agrees with the experimental findings of a smaller is stiffer, size effect \[[@bib16],[@bib17],[@bib18],[@bib19]\] (μ = 0 mean that the nanobeam is the classical without the nonlocal effect). Also, the values of natural frequencies depending on the boundary conditions. Furthermore, the change of the value of natural frequencies not significant when L/h $\geq$16. As well, it can be seen that for all boundary conditions the nonlocal parameter has a more effect for higher frequency than lower one. Furthermore, for all boundary conditions the length-to-thickness ratio decreasing the all-natural frequencies are the same. Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"},[13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"},[14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"} show that the natural frequencies for an open circuit are higher than short circuit boundary conditions. For all tables the nanobeam made of PZT-4.Table 8Comparison between the normalized frequencies, linear elastic foundation parameters and the previous numerical ones for clamped piezoelectric nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L} = 10\text{nm,}\ L/h = 5\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0} \right)$Table 8Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$Elastic foundation parametersResultsDSCDQM-RSKPDQM [@bib22]DSCDQM-RSKPDQM [@bib22]DSCDQM-RSKPDQM [@bib22]k~2~k~1~0079.584979.5849158.9145158.915226.9817226.982579.655379.6553158.9489158.949227.0057227.0061079.725679.7256158.9833158.983227.0296227.031579.795879.7958159.0177159.018227.0535227.0542579.936179.9361159.0864159.086227.1013227.1010.025079.629479.6294158.9935158.994227.0983227.098579.7552\-\-\-\--159.1307\-\-\-\-\--227.474\-\-\-\--1079.8126\-\-\-\-\--159.1588\-\-\-\-\--2.27493\-\-\-\-\--1579.86996\-\-\-\-\--159.1869\-\-\-\-\--227.5126\-\-\-\-\--2579.9845\-\-\-\-\--159.243\-\-\-\-\--227.5516\-\-\-\--0.05079.673879.6738159.0725159.073227.2149227.215579.8676\-\-\-\--159.3305\-\-\-\--227.7683\-\-\-\--1079.92493\-\-\-\--159.3585\-\-\-\--227.7878\-\-\-\--1579.98219\-\-\-\--159.3866\-\-\-\--227.8072\-\-\-\--2580.0966\-\-\-\--159.4426\-\-\-\--227.8462\-\-\-\--0.1079.762779.7627159.2303159.2303227.4478227.448580.03462\-\-\-\--159.789\-\-\-\--228.398\-\-\-\--1080.2141\-\-\-\--159.877\-\-\-\--228.45897\-\-\-\--1580.39327\-\-\-\--159.9645\-\-\-\--228.51999\-\-\-\--2580.572002\-\-\-\--160.1398\-\-\-\--228.64195\-\-\-\--0.15079.851479.8514159.3879159.3879227.6805227.6805580.258170\-\-\-\--160.18625\-\-\-\--228.9842\-\-\-\--1080.4372\-\-\-\--160.2738\-\-\-\--229.045\-\-\-\--1580.61584\-\-\-\--1.60.3613\-\-\-\--229.1059\-\-\-\--2580.794074\-\-\-\--160.536\-\-\-\--229.22756\-\-\-\--Table 9Comparison between the normalized frequencies and nonlinear elastic foundations for clamped piezoelectric nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L} = 10\text{nm,}\ L/h = 5} \right)$Table 9Nonlinear elastic parameters k~3~0.0250.050.10.15Linear elastic parametersNormalized frequenciesk~2~k~1~$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$0079.5923158.90579.600158.90879.614158.91479.628158.919579.6498158.93379.657158.93679.672158.94279.686158.9471079.7073158.96279.715158.96479.729158.9779.744158.9761579.7648158.9979.772158.99279.787158.99879.801159.0042579.8795159.04679.887159.04979.901159.05479.916159.060.025079.7050159.10579.712159.10879.727159.11479.741159.119579.7625159.13379.77159.13679.784159.14279.799159.1481079.82159.16279.827159.16479.842159.1779.856159.1761579.877159.1979.884159.19279.899159.19879.913159.2042579.9918159.24679.999159.24880.014159.25480.028159.260.05079.8175159.30579.825159.30879.839159.31479.854159.319579.8749159.33379.882159.33679.897159.34279.911159.3471079.9322159.36179.939159.36479.954159.3779.968159.3751579.9894159.38979.997159.39280.011159.39880.026159.4032580.1039159.44580.111159.44880.126159.45480.140159.4590.1080.0419159.70480.049159.70780.064159.71280.078159.718580.0991159.73280.106159.73580.121159.74080.135159.7461080.1562159.7680.164159.76380.178159.76880.193159.7741580.2133159.78880.221159.79180.235159.79680.25159.8022580.3275159.84480.335159.84780.349159.85280.364159.8580.15080.2655160.10280.273160.10480.287160.11080.302160.116580.3225160.12980.33160.13280.344160.13880.359160.141080.3795160.15780.387160.16080.401160.16680.416160.171580.4364160.18580.444160.18880.458160.19480.473160.22580.5502160.24180.558160.24480.572160.24980.587160.255Table 10Comparison between the normalized frequencies, boundary conditions and nonlocal parameter (μ) for piezoelectric nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L/h} = 20\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 10,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.025,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.05} \right)$Table 10Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$B.CμCH00.23130.61061.28972.17103.14160.050.22970.59451.19271.88262.59100.10.22520.55911.02381.48431.90700.150.21910.52400.89491.23241.52770.20.21230.49690.81251.08171.30420.50.18470.43930.66780.82140.853910.17220.42670.62770.78540.8054CC00.32050.76611.48172.37993.24230.050.32040.74351.36582.05812.75430.10.32020.69441.16731.61772.01730.150.31990.64611.01941.33911.60290.20.31970.60900.92751.16891.35920.50.31870.53050.81450.83110.869810.31840.51480.76360.80840.8269HH00.17900.46101.09971.95962.99050.050.17600.45001.02071.70462.41950.10.16760.42550.88071.34771.77900.150.15520.40020.77121.11991.42310.20.14020.38000.69980.98431.21810.50.03100.33390.57340.72440.838210.02670.32260.55120.64880.7623Table 11Comparison between the normalized frequencies, boundary conditions and length-to-thickness ratio (L/h) for piezoelectric nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{h} = 2\text{nm,}\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 10,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.025,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.05} \right)$Table 11Normalized frequencies$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{3}$$\omega_{4}$$\omega_{5}$B.CL/hCC60.79751.62322.45902.71953.213080.65801.39402.10942.42762.7494120.47991.06241.66492.14522.4886160.37940.84431.36931.84162.2348200.32020.69441.16731.61772.0173300.25770.46760.91201.36121.7823CH60.60601.47532.40022.48012.997280.48461.23201.97102.40072.6191120.34310.90551.51822.04402.4327160.26840.70091.22391.71572.1409200.22520.55911.02381.48431.9070300.14850.32280.74901.20631.6522HH60.42821.30952.20752.46972.560480.33181.05871.82852.34772.4303120.23190.74791.36691.92522.3619160.18680.56031.07751.58282.0278200.16760.42550.88071.34771.7790300.13090.17250.57911.04921.4926Table 12Comparison between the normalized frequencies and nonlinear elastic foundations for short circuit clamped-Hinged piezoelectric nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L} = 12\text{nm,}\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1} \right)$Table 12Nonlinear elastic parameters k~3~0.0250.050.10.15Linear elastic parametersNormalized frequenciesk~2~k~1~$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$000.60071.46740.60071.46750.60081.46750.60101.467550.60251.46820.60261.46820.60271.46820.60281.4683100.60441.46890.60441.46890.60461.46900.60481.4691150.60621.46970.60631.46970.60641.46970.60651.4698250.60991.47120.61001.47120.61011.47120.61021.47130.02500.60401.47240.60401.47240.60421.47240.60431.472550.60581.47310.60591.47310.60601.47320.60611.4733100.60771.47390.60771.47390.60781.47390.60791.4741150.60951.47460.60961.47460.60971.47470.60981.4749250.61321.47610.61321.47610.61331.47620.61341.47640.0500.60731.47730.60731.47730.60741.47730.60761.477450.60911.47800.60921.47810.60931.47810.60951.4783100.61091.47880.61101.47880.61111.47880.61131.4790150.61281.47950.61281.47950.61291.47960.61311.4798250.61641.48100.61651.48100.61661.48110.61671.48120.100.61381.48710.61381.48710.61401.48710.61421.487350.61561.48780.61571.48790.61581.48790.61601.4881100.61741.48860.61751.48870.61761.48860.61781.4888150.61921.48930.61931.48940.61941.48930.61961.4895250.62281.49080.62291.49090.62301.49100.62321.49120.1500.62021.49680.62031.49690.62041.49710.62061.497350.62201.49750.62211.49760.62221.49770.62241.4979100.62381.49830.62391.49840.62401.49850.62411.4987150.62561.49900.62571.49910.62581.49920.62591.4994250.62921.50050.62931.50060.62941.50070.62961.5008Table 13Comparison between the normalized frequencies and nonlinear elastic foundations for open circuit clamped-Hinged piezoelectric nano beam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L} = 12\text{nm,}\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1} \right)$Table 13Nonlinear elastic parameters k~3~0.0250.050.10.15Linear elastic parametersNormalized frequenciesk~2~k~1~$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$$\omega_{1}$$\omega_{2}$000.65622.17540.65632.17550.65642.17560.65652.175750.65792.17590.65802.17600.65822.17610.65822.1762100.65962.17650.65972.17660.65982.17670.65992.1768150.66132.17700.66142.17710.66152.17720.66172.1773250.66472.17800.66482.17810.66492.17820.66502.17830.02500.65932.18290.65952.18310.65962.18320.65982.183350.66102.18340.66112.18360.66122.18380.66132.1840100.66272.18390.66282.18410.66302.18420.66322.1843150.66442.18440.66452.18460.66462.18470.66472.1848250.66772.18540.66792.18560.66802.18570.66812.18580.0500.66242.19030.66252.19050.66262.19060.66272.190850.66412.19080.66432.19090.66452.19100.66462.1912100.66582.19130.66602.19150.66622.19160.66642.1918150.66752.19180.66772.19190.66782.19200.66802.1922250.67082.19280.67102.19290.67112.19300.67132.19310.100.66862.20500.66882.20510.66892.20520.66902.205450.67022.20550.67042.20560.67062.20580.67082.2060100.67192.20600.67202.20610.67222.20630.67242.2065150.67362.20650.67372.20660.67382.20680.67402.2070250.67692.20750.67702.20760.67712.20780.67722.20800.1500.67462.21970.67472.21980.67482.22000.67502.220250.67632.22020.67642.22030.67652.22050.67672.2207100.67802.22070.67812.22080.67822.22100.67832.2212150.67962.22110.67972.22120.67982.22140.67982.2215250.68292.22210.68302.22220.68322.22240.68342.2225Table 14Comparison between the normalized fundamental frequency and nonlinear elastic foundations for Hinged-Hinged piezoelectric nano beam at two different electrical boundary conditions. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 0,\ \text{L} = 12\text{nm,}\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1} \right)$.Table 14Nonlinear elastic parameters k~3~0.0250.050.10.15Linear elastic parametersFundamental frequenciesk~2~k~1~Open circuitShort circuitOpen circuitShort circuitOpen circuitShort circuitOpen circuitShort circuit000.53730.42640.53740.42640.53760.42650.53790.426650.53940.42750.53950.42760.53960.42770.53990.4278100.54140.42860.54150.42860.54160.42870.54190.4288150.54350.43120.54360.43130.54380.43150.54390.4316250.54760.43630.54770.43630.54790.43650.54820.43660.02500.54070.42730.54080.42730.54100.42750.54120.427650.54270.43000.54280.43020.54300.43030.54320.4304100.54480.43250.54490.43260.54500.43270.54520.4328150.54680.43510.54690.43520.54710.43540.54720.4355250.55090.44020.55100.44030.55120.44050.55140.44070.0500.54400.43130.54410.43140.54440.43160.54460.431850.54610.43390.54620.43400.54650.43420.54650.4345100.54810.43650.54820.43660.54840.43690.54850.4372150.55020.43900.55030.43920.55040.43950.55050.4397250.55420.44410.55430.44430.55440.44450.55450.44480.100.55070.43920.55080.43940.55090.43950.55120.439950.55270.44170.55280.44190.55290.44210.55310.4425100.55470.44420.55480.44430.55490.44450.55520.4446150.55670.44680.55680.44690.55690.44720.55710.4474250.56080.45170.56090.45180.56110.45200.56130.45240.1500.55720.44690.55730.44710.55750.44730.55760.447550.55920.44940.55930.44950.55950.44970.55960.4499100.56120.45190.56130.45210.56150.45230.56160.4526150.56320.45440.56330.45460.56350.45470.56360.4548250.56720.45920.56730.45930.56750.45950.56760.4596

Figs. [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} show that the fundamental frequency decrease with increasing temperature change$\left( {\Delta T\ {^\circ}C} \right)$, external electric voltage $V_{0}$, nonlocal parameter (μ) and length-to-thickness ratio (L/h). From [Fig. (4)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the change of the value of natural frequencies not significant when L/h $\geq$16. It is mean that the increase in length-to-thickness ratio of the piezoelectric nanobeam decreases the nonlocal effects and the nonlocal curve converges with local theory results (μ = 0). Furthermore, the type of the materials made of nanobeam is influenced by temperature change, external electric voltage, nonlocal parameter and length-to-thickness ratio (L/h). So, the fundamental frequency W for PZT-4 material is higher than BiTiO3--COFe2O4 material.Fig. 2Variation of fundamental frequency with temperature$\left( {\Delta T\ {^\circ}c} \right)$, nonlocal parameter (μ) and different boundary conditions (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged for elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \text{L/h} = 6\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.05,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.025} \right)$~.~Fig. 2Fig. 3Variation of fundamental frequency with external electric voltage $V_{0}$, nonlocal parameter (μ) and different boundary conditions (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged for elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam.$\left( {\Delta T = 0,\ \text{L/h} = 6\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.05,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.025} \right)$Fig. 3Fig. 4Variation of fundamental frequency with length-to-thickness ratio (L/h), nonlocal parameter (μ) and different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for hinged elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta\text{T} = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.05,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.025} \right)$Fig. 4Fig. 5Variation of fundamental frequency with external electric voltage $V_{0}$, temperature $\Delta\text{T}\ {^\circ}\text{c}$ and different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for hinged elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam. $\left( {L/h = 6,\ \mu = \text{0,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.05,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.025} \right)$Fig. 5Fig. 6Variation of fundamental frequency with external electric voltage $V_{0}$, temperature $\Delta T\ {^\circ}\text{c}$ and different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for hinged elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam. $\left( {L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.05,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.025} \right)$Fig. 6

As well as, Figs. [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} show the first three normalized mode shapes W and electrical potential $\phi$ with length of nanobeam $\text{ζ} = \frac{\text{x}}{\text{L}}$at different materials, linear and nonlinear parameters of elastic foundation and boundary conditions. Figs. [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} were normalized by the corresponding maximum value in magnitude for W (0.5) and $\phi$(0.5) at $\left( {\text{k}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.5} \right)$. These figures show that the amplitudes of displacement W and electrical potential $\phi$increase with increasing linear and nonlinear elastic foundation parameters. Furthermore, these figures show that the normalized amplitude W and electrical potential $\phi$ for PZT-4 material is higher than BiTiO3--COFe2O4 material. Also, [Figs.13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} show that the nonlocal parameter (μ) not effect on the normalized amplitude W but has an effect on the normalized electrical potential $\phi$. Figs. [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} and [16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"} explain that open circuit boundary conditions change strongly the modal shapes. By comparing the natural frequencies and modal shapes for each case, it is also found that the boundary conditions play a critical role in determining the natural frequencies and modal shapes. Also, it is found that the nanobeam is insensitive to the temperature change while the external electric potential has the greatest effect on the natural frequencies. Fundamental frequencies depend on the sign and magnitude of the external electric potential. Furthermore, the best value of nonlocal parameter (μ) on the vibration behaviour of elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam is $0 \leq \mu \leq 0.2$.Fig. 7Variation of normalized mode shape W with length of nanobeam for first three modes at different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for clamped hinged nanobeam. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Fig. 7Fig. 8Variation of normalized mode shape W with length of nanobeam for first three modes at different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for clamped hinged nanobeam resting on linear elastic foundation. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0} \right)$Fig. 8Fig. 9Variation of normalized mode shape W with length of nanobeam for first three modes at different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for clamped hinged nanobeam resting on nonlinear elastic foundation. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.5} \right)$Fig. 9Fig. 10Variation of normalized electrical potential $\left( \phi \right)$ with length of nanobeam for first three modes at BiTiO3--COFe2O4 Material for nanobeam (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = \text{k}_{2} = \text{k}_{3} = 0} \right)$Fig. 10Fig. 11Variation of normalized electrical potential $\left( \phi \right)$ with length of nanobeam for first three modes at BiTiO3--COFe2O4 Material for nanobeam resting on linear and nonlinear elastic foundation (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0} \right)$Fig. 11Fig. 12Variation of normalized electrical potential $\left( \phi \right)$ with length of nanobeam for first three modes at BiTiO3--COFe2O4 material for nanobeam resting on linear and nonlinear elastic foundation (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.15} \right)$Fig. 12Fig. 13Variation of normalized mode shape W with length of nanobeam for first three modes and nonlocal parameter (μ) (A) μ = 0 (B) μ = 0.1 (C) μ = 0.2; and (D) μ = 1 for clamped-clamped nanobeam resting on nonlinear elastic foundation. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.5} \right)$Fig. 13Fig. 14Variation of normalized electrical potential $\left( \phi \right)$ with length of nanobeam for first three modes at PZT-4 material and nonlocal parameter (μ) (A) μ = 0 (B) μ = 0.1 (C) μ = 0.2; and (D) μ = 1 for clamped-clamped nanobeam resting on nonlinear elastic foundation. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.15} \right)$Fig. 14Fig. 15Variation of normalized mode shape W with length of nanobeam for first three modes at different materials (A) PZT-4; and (B) BiTiO3--COFe2O4 for clamped hinged and open circuit nanobeam resting on nonlinear elastic foundation. $\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.5} \right)$Fig. 15Fig. 16Variation of normalized electrical potential $\left( \phi \right)$ with length of nanobeam for first three modes at BiTiO3--COFe2O4 material for open circuit nanobeam resting on linear and nonlinear elastic foundation (A) Clamped-Hinged; and (B) Hinged-Hinged.$\left( {V_{0} = 0,\ \Delta T = 100,\ L/h = 6,\ \mu = 0.1\text{,}{\ \text{k}}_{1} = 25,{\ \text{k}}_{2} = 0.15,{\ \text{k}}_{3} = 0.15} \right)$Fig. 16

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

Three Different Quadrature schemes (PDQM, SDQM,DSCDQM-DLK, DSCDQM-RSK), have been successfully applied for free vibration analysis of piezoelectric nanobeam resting on linear and nonlinear elastic foundation. Also, we are using an iterative quadrature technique to solve the reduced system. MATLAB program is designed for each scheme such that the maximum error (comparing with the previous exact results) is $\leq 10^{- 10}$. Also, Execution time for each scheme, is determined. It is concluded that discrete singular convolution differential quadrature method based on regularized Shannon kernel (DSCDQM-RSK) with grid size $\geq$ 3, bandwidth 2M + 1 $\geq$ 3 and regulization parameter σ = 2\*h~x~ leads to best accurate efficient results for the concerned problem. Based on this scheme, a parametric study is introduced to investigate the influence of linear and nonlinear elastic foundation, geometric characteristics and type of material of the vibrated beam, on results. For all results, it is found that:•Natural frequencies increase with increasing linear elastic foundation parameters.•Fundamental frequency decrease with increasing temperature change $\left( {\Delta T\ {^\circ}\text{c}} \right)$, external electric voltage $V_{0}$, nonlocal parameter (μ) and length-to-thickness ratio (L/h).•Amplitudes of displacement W and electrical potential $\phi$ increase with increasing linear and nonlinear elastic foundation parameters.•Fundamental frequency, normalized amplitude W and electrical potential $\phi$ for PTZ-4 material are higher than BiTiO3--COFe2O4 material.•Natural frequencies of C--C is heigher than the other boundary conditions.•The change of the value of natural frequencies not significant when L/h $\geq$16.•Increase in length-to-thickness ratio of the piezoelectric nanobeam decreases the nonlocal effects and the nonlocal curve converges with local theory results (μ = 0).•The best value of nonlocal parameter (μ) on the vibration behavior of elasticity supported piezoelectric nanobeam is $0 \leq \mu \leq 0.2$.•The natural frequencies, normalized amplitude W and electrical potential (∅) for open circuit is higher than short circuit.

It is aimed that these results may be useful for design purpose, electromechanical applications and many fields of the industrial revolution. The most important applications of nanobeam are likely to take advantage of their exceptional mechanical, chemical and electrical properties to be used as sensors, resonators and transducers for nanoelectronic and biotechnology applications.
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